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SOME TOOLS OF THE TRADE WE'VE DEVELOPED
FOR OUR CROSS-SECTION CALCULATIONS*

D. GoGardnerand M. A. Gardner
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Nuclear Chemistry Depm'mtent
Livermore, CA 94550, USA

ABSTRACT

Wehavemodifiedordevelopeda numberofcomputercodes,bothmain-frameandPC.
Wewillmea_onsevencodes,of whichthreewillbediscussedin somedetail.Thelatter

- are:a controller-driven,double-precisionversionof thecoupled-dtannelcodeECIS;our
latestversionof STAPRE,a lXOcompoundplusHauser-Fe_ ffaclearreactioncode;
andHUb'TART,a PCcodethatanalyzeslargesetsof discrelenuclearlevelsandthe

. multipoletransitionsamongthem.Alimain-fran_codesarenowbeingconvertedtothe
UHICOSoperatingsystem.

1. Main-Frame Codes (CRAY-YMP)
1.1. ECISPLUS :'

A double=precision version of ECISI, operated by a controller that transmits to
ECIS an incident-particle energy grid plus ali other required information, and saves and
processes the ECIS output to produce transmission coefficients in up to five different
formats.

1.2. STAPLUS
Some recent modifications to the STAPRE2 code inclBde: (1985) photons

allowed in the enu'ancechannel; (1989) an exciton-number and energy-dependent spin cut-
off parameter for precompound evaporation; and an ad hoc, trial, collective enhancement
model to modify certain level densities.

1.3. COMNUC - CASCADE

Minor changes to the original codes3, including a new gamma-ray model and some
graphics.

1.4. ORIGAMI 4
" Modifies a calculated excitation function by folding it against a unit gaussian
. function that utilizes an energy-dependent resolution. This resolution function is a

polynomial that can generate a variety of shapes, thus allowing a better comparison with
experimental data that have a significant energy spread near thresholds.

2. IBM- PC/AT Codes
2.1. INDIGO 5

A menu-driven, interactive, color graphics code that includes datamanipulation
and curve fitting.

2.2. CADISE 6
Uses a piece-wise cubic Hermite polynomial algorithm to interpolate calculated

excitation functions onto a variety of energy grids.



2.3. NUSTART 7
Designed to handle large sets (up to 1000) of discrete nuclear levels and the multipole
transitions among them when this information is in the STAPRE format. The code
operates in three modes:

a) checks for physics and/or typographical errorsamong the branches,
b) generates STAPRE - format output from interactive input,
c) if only the levels are supplied, the code generates multipole transitions among the

levels, with some options concerned with the multipole strength functions. The
levels are treatedas either having no collective character or as ali being rotational
band heads.

3. Code Performance
3.1. ECISPLUS

This "user friendly" version of ECIS is driven by a controller that reads a grid of
incident particle energies, the coeffidents of the energy-depentleht optical model
equations, and ali of _heother information required by ECIS such as the nuclear

" deformation and the energy, spin and parityof the coupled levels. At each energy, the
optical model values are computed and sent to ECIS where the coupled-channel
calculations are performed to the accuracy requiredby the user. The ECIS output is
rean'ned to the controller, where the total, the shape elastic, the direct inelastic, and the
compound nucleus formation cross sections are stored. The remainder of theECIS output
is sent to the TC6 code, which computes the tca.nsmisdon coefficients, Ti or Ti, in one of
five formats used by our Hauser-Feshbach codes. The direct reaction information is
included in some formats. Figure I plots the log of the s-wave transmission coefficients
against proton energy for the reaction 153Eu+ p. The ECIS results are compared with the
quantum-mechanical WKB8 coulomb barrierpenetration approximation. Having a
double-precision, main-fran_ code permits the calculation of accurate Tj values down to
about 10-40. Other new features include tables of Wronskian _,alues at each energy for the
ground state andeach open level, and s-wave andp-wave strength functions for incident
neutrons.
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3.2. STAPLUS l_'u + larotoa8
Many modifications of the ST/daRE code o

have been made over the years. One major •4'"*" _" "*
modification made in 1980 was the development of _" -a ¢the Energy-Dependent Breit-Wigner (EDBW) line U t
shape for the E1 gamma-ray strength function 9. It _
assumes that all nuclei of elements heavier than o- 16 4

I

" vanadium are double-peaked prolate spheroids with _._
a separation determined by B2. For the M1 strength o -24 ,
function we use a function of the mass number, A, _

1.44 x 10"11A 4/3 MeV. Even though this does not -a2 i !--_- ¢.cts<,o-amlead to a finite sum rule value, up to 20-30 MeV no _r_:s{_.t.s
large error seems to be introduced. For the isoscalar -40 _ ' , , , , , ,
E2 multipole, we use a single-peak resonance I0 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
with a peak energy of 63A-1/3MeV, a peak width of Ep(MeV)
18.9 A-1/3 MeV, and a peak cross section of 2.65 x
10-2 (Z2/A2/3) mb. The shape is either Lorentz or Fig. 1 Barrierpenetrationcalculations
EDBW. Here Z is the nuclear charge number, using thecoulombradius (rc) valuesshown.



We have verified our systematics for many nuclei by calculating the total radiation
width at the neutron separation energy (Sn), neutroncapture reactions and the resulting
gamma-ray spectra, measured MI/El ratios at low energies, average resonance capture
(ARC) results with 2=and 24-MEV neutrons, andby computing the shape and magnitude
of the photonuclear reactions in the 10-25 MeV range. Our most recent work involved
isotopes of europium and gadolinium; figures 2a and 2b show our unadjusted results for
151Euand 153Eu. Note that the splitting of the peak in 153Euis automatically predicted by
our EDBW systematics. The datarepresent the experimenters' own fit of 2 Lorentz peaks
to their data.
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Figs.2a andb Photonuclearreactionson (a) 151Eu,andCo)153Eu.Thesolidline withcirclesis the
photonabsorptioncrosssection,the long-dashlineis foro'(¥,'_the short-dashfineis foro(¥,n),the
solidlineis foro(7,2n),whilethesolidsquaresrepresenttheexperimentaldata.11
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In Fig. 3 we compare the predictions of our

global systematics with data from the same
experimental group. "In this case, it appears that the o.z5
ratio of the area of the f'n'stpeak to that of the second
peak is not the assumed 0.5. A better fit is found 0.20
with a ratio of 0.4. In our EDBW model, _..
essentially all ofthe parameters can be supplied by _ 0.15

• theuser,andshouldbedonesoifgooddataare b
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In Fig. 3 Photonuclear reactions on 156Gd.
Symbolsand linesare as in Fig. 2.



In 1985, we modified the spin cut-off parameter, Op2, used in the precompound
evaporation model in 8 manner similar to that of Fu12and others. It is now a function of
the number of particles and holes, N, in the particularexciton configuration ratioed to that
at "equilibrium," Nc. The new spin cut-off is also dependent upon the energy, E, in the
daughter nucleus by way of the compound limit, 0c 2 (E).

6p2 (N,E)= (N/Nc)ac2 (E) (I)
Like Fu 12,we have the option of choosing for the matrix element, IMI2 = 262 E-lA -3. The
main effects involve calculated angular distributionsand isomer populations because the
new model tends to populate lower spin states than the old model. Changes in isomer
populations are usually in the 10's of percent range, although changes up to a factor of 2
have occurred.

.o
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The latestchangeinSTAPLUS wastheadditionOfanad-hoe,trial,collective
• enhancement model. We have tried it only with europium and gadolinium isotopes, where

it seems to be needed to enhance the level density of the odd-odd Eu isotopes, We assume
that there is no sinde _type_of symmetry, degeneracy, or collective enhancement, even for a
given nucleus. We also assume that the enhancement is rapidly damped into the far more
numerous si,gle-particle states, and vanishes.at or somewhat above the neutron separation
energy. Thus, an enhancement term is multiplied by a damping term, and the product is
not greatly sensitive to the form of either term. The level density is given by

p(J,_,E,R(E)) = p(J,_,E) R(E), (2)

R(E) = (1 + (2_; _c2 (E)) 1/2exp (-0.693 F__12)). (3)

The enhancement term for spherical degeneracy was chosen rather than the usual
C_c2(E),to try to achieve a "generic" enhancement term, while, the damping was taken as
shown, with El2 as a free variable, to make it obvious that the term was 0.5 when E =
El2. Equation 3 is strictly ad-hoc, and we are trying other formulations. The results for
154Eu are given in Figs. 4a and 4b.
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Fig.4 LeveldensityofIS4Eu(a)atlowenergy,and(b)up toenergiesbeyondtheneutronseparation
energy(verticaldashedline).The solidlineisthecalculationincludingrotationalenhancementwhilethe
short-dashlineiswithout.The solidsquaresaretheleveldensitiescalculatedfromthediscretelevels.



Other modifications of STAPRE include: isospin weighting factors may be applied
to particle exit channels, and ARC-type calculations may be made at low-keV energies
using initial spin and parity distributions calculated by COMNUC as input.

3.3. NUSTART
This PC code was initially written to examine very large sets of discrete levels and

their multipole branches for typographical or physics errors. The levels and branches
must be in the STAPRE format, and the code determines which multipole types can make
the transition. Should the multipole type be greaterthanE3, and if the parent level is not
an isomer, a warning is printed in the output table. A useful quantity, the branching
fraction divided by (21 + 1), is also printed.

If only the discrete levels are supplied, NUSTART will compute the branching
fractions under one of two assumptions: either the levels have,no collective character, or

• they are ali rotational band heads. The multipole strengthfuactfons Bl, fM1 andfEZmay
ali be constants, or fEl may be energy dependentwith one or two resonance peaks. The
code computes up to 20 E1 and M1 branches and 10 E2 branches for every parent level
not designated as an isomer, chooses the 10 most intense, normalizes them tounity, and
writes a f'de in the STAPRE format. The second option is used under the assumption that
intraband transitions are much faster than interbgndtransitions. The band heads are
removed from the complete set for the seconctol_tion,and in the branching calculation the
user may choose whether to employ the K-quantum selection rules.
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Fig. 5(a) The reaction 153Eu (n, 2n) 152Eu. The data 13 are squares for the 3" ground slate, open circles
for the 0 isomer, and the triangles for the 8" isomer (multil:,lied by 0.1). The solid line used the

experimental multipole branches among the levels in 152Eu, while the dash line used branches from
NUSTART. b) The reaction 151Eu (n, 2n) 150Eu. The data are the squares for the 5 ground state, and
open circles for the 0" isomer. No experimental branches are available, and so the solid lines now are the
calculations using NUSTART branches.



Figures 5a and 5b show, respectively, the results of isomer production calculations
following (n,2n) reactions of 153Euand 151Eu. The lack of exl_rimental branching
information for 151Euis unfortunate, but the branchings computed by NUSTART,
assuming no collective charity, appear to be fairly reasonable and better than one would
obtain from a partition function approach.
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